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DiSTI Announces New Automotive Division

DiSTI forms a new Automotive Division and promotes Christopher Giordano to serve as the
division’s Vice President

Orlando,FL (PRWEB) December 28, 2015 -- The DiSTI Corporation (DiSTI), a leading provider of graphical
user interface development software to the automotive, aerospace, and medical industries, announces the
formation of a new division focused on pursuing the company’s growing endeavors in the automotive industry.
The goal of this dedicated business unit will be to service the growth of DiSTI’s products and services to
automotive OEM’s and their Tier 1 suppliers.

In the past year, DiSTI’s GL Studio software sales were up over 20% and growth in the automotive industry
was up over 60%. “DiSTI is in a strong position to expand our market share in the automotive industry since
our technology-based world is ready for what we have to offer,” said Joe Swinski, President of the DiSTI
Corporation. “Chris Giordano has spearheaded our explosive growth into the industry and was the natural
choice to head this new division.”

DiSTI will showcase how GL Studio streamlines the development of user interfaces for automotive applications
during the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas in January 2016. DiSTI’s User Interface Experience Suite
at the Luxor Hotel will feature nearly a dozen demonstration stations featuring a variety of hardware and
operating system combinations running high-performance HD displays driven by GL Studio.

“The performance and safety in our software comes from our heritage in the aerospace industry, and it is
playing a key role in our growing dominance in the automotive industry,” said Christopher Giordano, Vice
President Automotive Division at the DiSTI Corporation. “We are excited about our latest release of GL Studio
because it delivers a brand-new blend of ease-of-use and flexibility that no other software package in this
industry can offer.”

Space in DiSTI’s User Interface Experience Suite is limited. Only approved registered guests that are focused
on automotive products or solutions will be permitted into the experience. Please visit
http://www.disti.com/CES for more details.

# # #

About DiSTI

DiSTI is a global leader in the development of User Interface software for businesses, governments and the
military. The company’s flagship product, GL Studio, enables programmers and developers to build high-
fidelity safety critical 3D graphics, enhancing the level of interactivity and sophistication for embedded
automotive applications, while providing superior performance and visual quality.

Over 4,000 end users and 700 customers worldwide, including Boeing, Calsonic Kansei, Continental, ESG,
Jaguar Land Rover, Honeywell, Lockheed Martin, NASA, Nissan, Raytheon, TATA, Thales and Virgin
Galactic, use DiSTI solutions to build safety critical and non-safety critical embedded HMI displays,
maintenance trainers, create PC and Internet-based courseware and simulators. As a full service provider,
DiSTI offers a complement of custom programming and development services, and is the recognized leader in
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training solutions for the global simulation and training community. For more information, visit
http://www.disti.com.
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Contact Information
Michelle David
The DiSTI Corporation
+1 (407) 206-3390 Ext: 125

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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